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100K SALARY JOBS - TIPS ON MAKING 100K
1. Many would be curious to earn a lump sum amount standing high above the ground, wouldn’t it? The job of an Air Traffic Controller is not only one of the
most skilful jobs but also the most rewarding too. So all it takes to be here is some good technical and communication skills. All you got to do is to sit inside
the glass dome over a high pole and share every message between the airplane and the controller. Want a busy job that is sure to pay you over 100K, this is it!

2. Unusual this may sound, but being a footballer, a footballer’s remuneration gives a stiff competition to most of the six figure salary jobs! For instance,
Christiano Ronaldo is the richest player in the world today with his earnings inclusive of the endorsements generating to more than 100K per year! Let’s not go
there, young England footballer Theo Walcott, would be almost reaching the 100K mark on his next birthday, when he turns 22! So all you need here, we all
know what a footballer needs! And the bonus you get? Fan followings, fame and many more. 100K companies, better watch out for a footballer’s value!

3. To all the young and old alike, this is one job that we all are familiar with- Restaurant manager. The responsibilities of restaurant managers include directing
and scheduling activities of restaurants, cafés, hotels, fast food outlets and other eating establishments. This is an ever-growing job sector and the salary
employment is 100K for a good qualified manager of a renowned hotel. But the icing on the cake is that you just need to be a good sincere human being.
That’s all!

4. One sector that can always guarantee you enough money, where 100K is just a number, is Sales. Invariably the sales people figure in every list that has been
made! Whenever one thinks of 100K jobs, Sales and Marketing is the sector that comes in everyone’s heads. There are no limits to the earnings of a sales
person and can even earn a million dollars, if they want - if they have the zeal to excel under any condition. 

5. Last but not least, the job of a Truck Driver is one that can boast of a high salary, a 100K salary. What? Are you reading it seriously? Well! Atleast Forbes says
so! Read this: Truck driver Lindsay Fox's company had its best year ever and helped raise the Australian's worth to $1.5 billion. Never in your dreams would
you have ever thought that truck drivers earn that much! Not all of them do, but most of them do!

 


